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G1 POWDER 

PROFESSIONAL POLISHING POWDER FOR GRANITES AND RESIN 
QUARTZ 
Description: G1 POWDER is professional polishing powder specific for granite and resin base 

agglomerate surfaces, to obtain a natural flat high gloss surface. G1 POWDER can 
be used on a dull worn down granite surfaces to obtain a renewed high shine 
surface or can be inserted into a maintenance cycle to maintain surface gloss. 
Product can be used in a restoration process following a traditional mechanical 
grinding process from a 1200/1500 grit saving time and money on jobsite. Product 
will remove light surface scratches and will not leave surface residues or films on 
surface. Highly recommended on granite surfaces in high traffic areas such as hotel 
lobbies, shopping centers, commercial buildings and residential surfaces.  

  

How to use: Always test product first before proceeding with complete product application in order to 
determine final finish and products compatibility with material. Protect and cover all 
surroundings and metallic fixings using PVC sheeting and tape. Wear suitable PPE 
equipment during product use (gloves, eye protection and clothing). Do not apply where 
temperatures are below 5°C – Work product to a maximum of 1m2 at a time. Apply a clean 
and dry surface.  
 
Apply a 30/60 gr of product or a s of product to area to be polished. Add water so 
to create a thick creamy paste. Proceed to polish area using a mono brush (155 
rpm) and white felt pad in small areas until desired gloss is obtained. (needed 
approximately 10 passes with machine). Check regularly using a squeegee during 
process until result is obtained. Do not allow product to dry out. Add water to 
creamy paste if needed or product is drying out.  
 
Remove all sludge and rinse surface with clean water. Wet vacuum all residues.   

  

Maintenance: Treated surface can be cleaned daily using our neutral universal detergent DETERCLEANER 
with a traditional wet mop process or scrubber dryer.    

  

Notes: n.a. 

  

Coverage: Depending on where product is used, 1kg of product will polish up to 100 m2; 
Surface Restoration: 1kg up to 50 m2 (30/60 gr) 
Surface Maintenance: 1kg up to 100 m2 (10/20 gr) 

  

Packaging: Tubs of 5kg – 25kg  

  
Whoever before using this product, should fully read completely the product label, the technical data sheet and material safety data sheet or contact us directly for any 
information. We highly recommend to follow precisely all indications within supplied documentation. We highly recommend that the product is always tested first in a 
inconspicuous area so to determine the products compatibility and final result with the material to be treated. In all cases please maintain packaging tightly closed and always 
out of the reach of children. Always supply adequate ventilation when using product indoors and do not eat or drink during product use. Our technical advice, whether verbal or 
in writing is given in good faith without warranty and should not be considered binding towards third parties. We highly suggest that product is used always under the best 
professional working conditions possible. Product use and application is under the sole responsibility of the user and beyond our control. We guarantee product quality as of our 
production standards and supplied terms and conditions. Should, in spite of this, liability be established for any damage, it will be limited to the value of the goods delivered by 
us and used by you.  
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